
Healing The Feminine And Masculine Wounds

Welcome to the next video in the Powerfully Feminine Intensive, I'm Candice Oneida.

Today you will discover:

1. The Wounds Of Your Feminine
2. The Wounds Of Your Masculine 
3. Your Wounds Are Your Gifts

“It takes more courage to examine the dark corners of your own soul than it does for 
a soldier to fight on a battlefield.”  ~  W. B. Yeats

So, that's what we are going to do here in this module.  Dive into the dark corners of your 
soul!

Why?  This is such an important exercise for your emergence into your true feminine, and in 
order that you will be able to find inner balance between your feminine and your masculine. 

Core premise here:  You can't transform what you don't see.

Without looking into the influences in your life to date, it will be difficult to evolve into the 
most shining, authentic version of yourself.

Be aware that this is going to be a bit more intensive, a bit tougher, a bit more serious than 
what we've covered so far.  You'll definitely want to steep some tea for this one!

It can bring up all sorts of emotions and resistance to do this, so stick with it, seek support on
the Facebook group, come to the “Step into your feminine power” calls and know that there 
is a light at the end of the tunnel!
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This is the most intense part of the training, I promise, but sooooo important, so don't skip it!

The tension that this is designed to bring will push up against the unseen edges inside of 
you, so that you can break through them to the other side.

Now, I want you to take AS LONG as you want or as short to complete each exercise.

I'm the kind of person that goes through these types of exercises pretty quickly and then 
digests them afterwards.  Or you may take time doing the exercise and digesting it along the
way.

Either way, find your authentic pace here.  The deeper you go, the more juice for your 
powerfully feminine emergence.  So take time here.

Let's start here:

True and False Feminine Influences Exercise

In order to start to understand how you have become who you are and where you are at let's
have a phase of reflecting by answering the questions in the True and False Feminine 
Influences Exercise.

To help remind you which is which I've included the True and False Feminine list as a 
guide:

True feminine = Creative, regenerative, opening, nourishing, supportive,  depth of 
feeling, harmony, community, flow, movement, unpredictable, surrender, inner beauty,
power and Water.

False feminine = manipulation, drama, bossy, greedy, volatile, weakness, dullness, 
shrinking, focus outward, servitude.

I'll read the questions all through and then you'll turn off the recording whilst you take a few 
minutes to reflect and write your responses:-
You'll want to print out the page from the pdf that accompanies this module.

Are you ready?

Who has demonstrated the False Feminine in your life?

Who has demonstrated the True Feminine in your life?
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Where in your own life do you demonstrate the False Feminine?

Where in your own life do you demonstrate the True Feminine?

In what areas of your life do you observe False Feminine

In what areas of your life do you observe True Feminine?

Turn off the module now and take as long as you need to write your responses.

Welcome back!

That is a powerful exercise, if for no other reason than to witness the conditions that have 
lead to where you are operating from today.

Next, take a deep breath and answer this one big question:

Who is the key feminine figure in your life that let you down and how? 
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Now, Let yourself feel into this one.  Emotions may flare.  It's good if they do.  Go into that 
emotion, let it reveal itself to you.  Let it move in you in order that it can move out of you.

I'm going to give you a few minutes to write this down.  Turn off the recording if you need 
more time.

OK, well done!  I'm here with you sister.  We all are.

Although you are going through these exercises on your own, remember to share, reveal and
ask questions in the Facebook group and the group Q + A calls.

Are you ready to go a little deeper?  

Remember, you are not alone.

So, what are the influences on us as women that have lead to our beliefs and subsequent 
relationship to the feminine?

1. Mother And Family
2. History And Society

Let's ask these questions in order to create an even greater depth of understanding.

I'll read the questions all through and then you'll turn off the recording whilst you take as 
long as you need to reflect and write your responses.

You'll want to print out the page from the pdf that accompanies this module.
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What beliefs did your Mother and/or female family pass to you about:-

Work?

Relationships?

Food/Nourishment/Self Care?

Your Body?

Your Sexuality?

Money/Financial Success?

Your Worth/Value?

Well done!

Let yourself read and re-read this in order to allow these to be digested, to sink in.
Now, let's move to history and societies influences.
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What beliefs did history or society pass to you about:-

Work?

Relationships?

Food/Nourishment/Self Care?

Your Body?

Your Sexuality?

Money/Financial Success?

Your Worth/Value?

Now, turn off the recording as take as long as you need to answer these questions.
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Wow! Well done.

Remember to share and ask questions on the Faceook group and the group calls in order to 
facilitate the movement of these out of you.

Remember this: secrets decay like a cancer.  Sharing moves things out of you in order 
that you can receive new things.

Are you ready to take a look at the masculine influences now?

Great!

True and False Masculine Influences Exercise

In order to start to understand how you have become who you are and where you are at let's
have a phase of reflecting by doing the True and False Masculine Influences Exercise.

To help remind you which is which I've included the True and False Feminine list as a 
guide:

True masculine = Forward-moving, direction, action, brightness, witness, focus, 
trustworthy, discernment, predictable, penetration, building, solidity, protection, 
structure and Fire. 

False masculine = violence, aggression, bullying, domination, demanding,  
suppression,  unfeeling.

I'll read them all through and then you'll turn off the module whilst you take a few minutes to 
reflect and write your responses:-

Are you ready?

Who has demonstrated the False Masculine in your life?

Who has demonstrated the True Masculine in your life?

Where in your own life do you demonstrate the False Masculine?
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Where in your own life do you demonstrate the True Masculine?

In what areas of your life do you observe False Masculine

In what areas of your life do you observe True Masculine?

Turn off the module now and take as long as you need to write your responses.

Welcome back!

That is a powerful exercise, if for no other reason than to witness the conditions that have 
lead to where you are operating from today.

Next, take a deep breath and answer this one big question:

Who is the key masculine figure in your life that let you down and how? 
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Now, Let yourself feel into this one.  Emotions may erupt.  It's good if they do.  Go into that 
emotion, let it reveal itself to you.  Let it move in you in order that it can move out of you.

I'm going to give you a few minutes to write this down.  Turn off the recording if you need 
more time for this one!

------------------------------------------------------------------

Well done!

Your Wounds Are Your Gifts!

So, here we are, with our wounds raw, bloody and exposed.

We, as women, are no strangers to blood remember...we bleed every month, we soothe the 
scrapes and scars of our our children and we sweat blood in service of truth!

I'm not going to do some empty exercise here to “Let go of all of these wounds” or “clear 
the wounds of your ancestors” because that, frankly, my dear, would be bullshit.

...and I respect you waaay more than that.

What I am here to suggest to you, is that your wounds are your gifts.

The process of self discovery that we did together here today is juice for your feminine re-
emergence.  

Let's not throw away the raw compost that is now alive inside you.  A compost rich earth that
is nourishing and ready to grow something strong, beautiful and powerful in it.

Let's not lightly try to throw away the power that is held in these discoveries.

Remember: Self knowledge is power.

What I am going to suggest in not that you think about this, cogitate on it or chew on it in 
your head;  what I am going to suggest is that you feel it in your body, digest it in your belly 
and own it in your pussy.

Let these discoveries compost, digest and sink deep into your, now, conscious awareness, 
into your body and energy.
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And sharing what you have discovered is a gift to yourself and others who will relate to you, 
your path and your evolution.

There is real power in this information.  It has started tapping you into the depths into which 
we are going to dive into deeper together as we move forward in the course.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I'd like to suggest at this point that you turn on a few of your favorite songs and stand up 
and move your body to the music to allow for some embodied integration of what we've 
done together today.

Feel free to re-read over these exercises, add to them, burn them,  cry over them and dance 
and move more over the coming days and weeks in order to engage the juice and raw 
material that is held inside there.

And remember, we, the Powerfully Feminine tribe are here to support you to come out of 
hiding, out of fear and move toward your true authentic grace and unique self.

And in order to do this, your story is part of who you are...it's not something that you need to
hide away anymore.  It's part of what will make you an inspiration to others.

By doing these exercises today, you have revealed that you are indeed courageous and 
ready and willing for real change.  

I applaud you for this.

In Review, what you've discovered today are:

1. The Wounds To Your Feminine
and where and who they came from: your mother or family and society and history.

2. The Wounds To Your Masculine 
and where and who they came from

3. That Your Wounds Are Your Gifts
There is real juice and raw material inside of these new discoveries. Move them through your 
body, let them digest and integrate.

Now, head on over to the “Powerfully Feminine Facebook Page” and post some Ah Ha's 
about your wounds to your feminine and masculine.

Great job and I'll see you in the next video in the Art Of Power module where you will start 
to dive into your power, your pussiliciousness and step into your Queen.
I'll see you there!
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